
Ahoy Cougars!   

'Tis me favorite season 'n so I thought ye might want to get 

outside.  Are ye ready to seek fer me loot?  Pirates must be 

brave and bring a brave adult with ye!  

 

Ye may want to wear yer favorite costume or pirate outfit to 

help ward off enemies!  Since no one has been at yer school 

building, I thought it was a safe galleon to hide me loot!  But, 

I need yer help in finding me loot!  

 

Use the map to find FIVE strings of blue and gold beads.  Use 

the number of beads and the code on the map to figure out 

me password fer me loot.  Do ye reckon ye can do it?  Good 

luck!!   

 

If ye find me loot, reward yourself with two pieces of booty 

but leave the rest for yer scallywags to find too!  Make sure 

to relock me loot and keep the code a secret!   

 

Happy Hunting! 

 

Signed, 

Captain Clark 

 

PS  Mast is another word for “pole” 





Captain Clark’s Treasure Hunt Information for Adults 

Starting point- front of the CES school 

Distance – approximately 0.5 mile – mostly grass (takes about 45 minutes)  

Duration – this hunt will be active 10/25 - 11/8 

1. All children must be accompanied by an adult.

2. Please bring hand sanitizer and use it before and after opening the treasure

chest lock and digging in the booty.

3. If other pirates are doing the trail, please use masks and social distance.

4. Follow the map to find FIVE strings of blue and gold beads.  Each location

of the beads is marked by a yellow star on the map.

a. Use the number of beads with the code on the map to find the letter

for that blank.  For example 4 blue beads and 1 yellow bead would be

the letter “D”  Be sure you put the correct letter in the correct blank

spot as this will be the code to unlock the treasure chest!

5. The treasure is hidden at the red “X” on the map

a. Use the letters you find to open the lock on the Pirate Chest

b. Please limit your child to TWO treasure items

c. Please relock the treasure chest before you leave

6. What to bring:

a. Map

b. Pen/pencil

Problems? – If you have an issue, please email cestreasurehunt@gmail.com 

This hunt has been donated by a Clarksville family.  If you loved it and 

want to see more hunts, please make a small donation ($3-$5) to the PTA 

so we can do it again! 

Paypal:  cesptamd.treasurer@gmail.com or via our website www.cespta.net 

**Please take a picture of your pirates enjoying the hunt so we can compile 

them for the yearbook!   

We would love to see all the kids that participated included!!** 

HAVE FUN!!!!!! 

Credit to HoCo Pirate Treasure Hunts for this amazing idea!!!! 
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